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Abstract. We present an O(lAl log2 1 VI) algorithm to partition a graph, where V is the set of 
vertices and A the set of arcs, extending Hopcroft’s fast partitioning algorithm. 
This paper deals with the probleiii oi partitioning a graph, which is as follows: 
- we are given a Babelled graph @ = ( V, A 1, . . . , A,) where V is the set of vertices, 
and Al,. . . , A, are the sets of labelled arcs; 
- we are also given an equivalence 9 on the set of vertices. 
- the aim is to calculate the unique coarsest regular congruence 9 which is a 
refinement of 4 (an equivalence 9 is a regular congruence if for any vertices u 
and u equivslernt modulo 9, then u and u have the same number of successors by 
each type of arc in each equivalence class modulo 9). 
Minimizing a finite automaton is in fact a particular case of this problem: in this 
case, V is the set of states of the automaton, and A 1, . . . , A,,, represent the transition 
functions. 4 is the equivalence defined by terminal and non terminal states. The 
congruence .F permits the construction of the minimal automaton recognizing the 
same language as the original automaton. 
Essentially two algorithms exist for minimizing states in a finite automaton: 
Moore’s [5] and Hopcroft’s [4, 11. The worst-case complexity of these algorithms 
is respectively O(m 1 VI’) and O(m 1 VI log2 I VI), where I VI denotes the cardinality 
of K 
Partitioning is also the main tool used by most algorithms which test graph 
isomorphism [3, 61, i.e. the ones that compute the automorphism congruence of 
the union graph. 
The grap’h isomorphism algorithm given by Corneil and Gotlieb [2] conceals a 
partitioning algorithm. The method they use to compute the regular congruence 
is similar tal the one applied in Moore’s algorithn “r. Although the initial algorithm 
works in time O(l V13), it mav be implemented ikj time O((Cy= 1 IA&l I’!). 
This paper presents a pardtioning algorithm for graphs running with worst-case 
complexity O((C,“1,l~il log2 I VI). It is a natural extension of the Hopcroft’s fast 
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partitioning algorithm [11. In addition, when it is applied to an automaton, complete 
functions are not necessary as it is the case for Hopcroft’s algorithm. 
In Hopcroft’s partitioning algorithm a partition of states is successively refined 
in the following way: 
- the first partition considered is induced by the equivalence 9 ; 
- at each step a class C of the present partition is chosen; then all the classes are 
split if necessary into two subclasses, according to whether the images of their 
elements are in C or not; 
.- the process goes on until no further refinements are possible. 
It is possible using the dichotomy, in the main step, to retain only the smallest 
part of each split class, for the following steps of the computation; but this principle 
cannot be applied to graphs. In the case of graphs, classes may be split into more 
than two parts, and only the largest is cancelled when the refinement continues. 
Given C, the refinement is realised by counting, for the vertices, the number of 
their successors inC. In fact, only the predecessors ofthe vertices in C are considered 
and a lexicographic sort in variable length is used. In this way the method produces 
an O(iCE, IAl) log2 1 V[) worst-case complexity algorithm. 
In the implementation of our algorithm usual data structures are used; these are 
linear lists and m--+ *JD~ of them are stacks. Ail. the operations “MEMBER” for these 
lists are rcalised in constant ime using arrays that give the answer. Thus, we get 
an O((CL 1 IAil) + I VI) space complexity. 
The partitioning problem is presented in the first paragraph for unlabelled graphs. 
In Section 2 our algorithm is presented, and its implementation isgiven in Section 
3. Then, Section 4 deals with the partitioning problem for labelled graphs. 
1. Partitioning a graph 
Without loss of generality an oriented graph is considered first, and the method 
for partitioning an oriented labelled graph is shown later. 
The graph is de,loted by G = (V, A) where V is the set of vertices and A the 
set of arcs. The representation of this graph is by means of adjacency lists. On V 
an equivalence 9 which induced a partition of V into equivalence classes is 
considered. The equivalence 9 may be seen as an array which gives, for each 
vertex, the index of its class. 
A congruence % on G is an equivalence on V which commutes with the relation 
represented by the set of arcs: 
Vdu,z(,w~V [(U,U)&and(u,w)EA+ 
3vk V(u, v’)EA and (u’, w) E: %:I. 
If 95’ and 9 are two equivalences on V, % is said to be i&regular if two vertices 
equivalent accorcling to %’ have the same number of successors (by A) in each 
equivalence class modulo 9. A congruence % is said to be regular if it is %-regular. 
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Fora.nyuin V,letA(u)bethesetofsuccessorsof~:A(~)={~~V~(~,~)~A}. 
So, a regular congruence satisfies, for any of its equivalence class C: 
k/u, WE V (u, u)E~~IA(u)~CI=IA(U)~CI. 
An equivalence ~2 on V is said to be a rc. .nement of 9 (9 > 9, 4 is coarse than 
92) if, whenever two vertices are equivalent for (;e, they are also equivalent for 9 : 
WU,VE v (U,v)E~=+(U,v)Ee9. 
To pitrtition the graph G is to find the coarsest regular congruence 9 of G which 
is a refinement of 4 (the uniqueness is proved by Lemma 1>, that is an extension 
of the partitioning problem in [l]. 
The obvious method to find 9 is to successively refine an equivalence n, beginning 
with the value 9, until a regular congruence of G is found. Let an equivalence 
class according to the equivalence n be called a H-class. At each step, those vertices 
belonging to a same U-class which do not have the same number of successors in 
every n-C~EBS, can be put in different classes. 
More precisely, given an equivalence R, the equivalence A(n) is considered and 
defined by: 
Vu, u E V (u, u) E A(n) iff for all H-class C IA(u) n Cl = )A( o) n Cl. 
Let (ni)ic.N the following sequence of equivalences: 
&=J$ 17i -.Ui-.-,nA(ni-I), i>O* 
Let us denote by #n the number of classes according to a given equivalence J7. 
We are now able to prove: 
Basic Lemma 1. The sequence (l7i)iE. satisfies lhe properties: 
(i) for any i > 0 lIi is lli-l-regular; 
(ii) there exists N E (0, 1 VI) so that 
andHi=lINforany jsN; 
(iii) l& is the unique coarsest regular congruence of G which is a refinement of 4. 
Proof. (i) Trivial according to the definitions. 
(ii) The sequence (# I7i)icN is increasing and bounded by 1~1. Therefore, i s I VI 
can be found SO that # I7i = # Z7i+l. Let N be the first i with this property. So we 
have 
We prove by induction on j - > N that Ui = l7N. Let j B N. We have 
ni - ni-* (7 A(l7i-.-1) 
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(iii) From (i) and (ii) we deduce immediately that flN is a regular congruence. 
In ordes to prove (iii) we first note that given two equivalences %’ and %’ on V 
with % s %‘, 
Let $8 be a coarse (i.e. maximaji for the relation s) regular congruence which 
is a refine:ment of 9. We can prove by induction on i that 9 s I7i. 
For i = 0, the statement comes from U,-, = .@ and the definition of $3. 
For i z-6, using induction we have 9 6 I7i-1; then by the previous note 
Since 9 is a regular congruence, the first member of the inequality is 9, and the 
aecorzd is Hi by definition. 
Consequently $8 is equal to & because UN is a regular congruence. 
Lemma 1 involves the /basic method for solving partitioning problem, and is used 
in Corneil and Gotlieb’s algorithm [2]. Because our algorithm uses the same 
principle we recall in Fig. 1 the partitioning algorithm by Corneil and Gotlieb. Its 
correctness is immediately obtained from Lemma 1. 
An idea of its running time follows: let N be as in Lemma 1. Then the “repeat” 
1~s~ is executed exactly h’ + 1 times. So, if we assume that we can implement the 








until #u= #I;‘; 
94I; 
end 
Fig. I. Corneil and Gotlicb’s partitioning algorithm. 
2. The partitioning :ialgorithm 
In order to improve th,e running time of the previous algorithm, we can emphasize 
the following fact which extends an idea involved in Hopcroft’s partitioning 
algorithm [4]: 
Let ni-1 and Hi be two consecutive values from the sequence defined above. 
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Let C be a D+l-class which involves the &classes Cl, . . . , Cp. Given two vertices 
u and u equivalent according to fli, they are known to have the same number of 
successors in C. Therefore to determine whether they are equivalent according to 
ni+i, we have for each one to count the number of its successors in all the ni-classes 
Cl, . . . , Cp, but one. In Hopcroft’s partitioning algorithm the problem reduces to 
the following: each vertex has exactly one successor; and at each step an equivalence 
class C is split into at most two subclasses. To compute the next equivalence, the 
vertices that have a successor in only one of the two subclasses are considered. So, 
for each split class C, a subclass, or its complement in C, is memorized; the choice 
is done according to the cardinality of the subclasses. 
Coming back to the case of graphs, and considering two equivalences u and n 
on V, the latter being a refinement of the first, a new equivalence p ( Y, l7) is defined 
on V. Under this assumption, a v-class is union of n-classes. Let us denote by 
Cl , . . . , C,, the v-class’es and C’, , . . . , CL* the fl-classes. A function f is first 
considered, with the properties: 
f :{C1,. . . , C,)+{C’I, II.. ? c;t> 
for any C in {Cl,. . . , Cp) and C’ in {C’,, . . . , CL& 
f (0 = c, 
C’ c c --r, ICI 52 1 f(C)l. 
The function f chooses in each v-class one of the largest &classes. Let B be the 
union of the 1%classes that are images by f of some v-classes: 
B = 6 f(G) 
j=l 
Then the equivalence p (v, n) is defined by 
vu, v E V[(u, u) E p(v, l7) iff (u, u) E B x B or (u, u) E NJ. 
In brief, the p ( Y, n)-classes are B and the n-classes that are not images by f of 
v-classes. 
We describe our algorithm in Fig. 2. Before proving its correctness and running 
time complexity we establish the properties of p (v, l7) that are needed. 
Fundamental Lemma 2. Let v and II be two equivalences on Vsuch that II s v. Then 
(i) v=l7iffp(v,Z7)= VX V (i.e. #p(vJ7)=1); 
(ii) A(v)n&(v, l7)) =A(l7); 
(iii) if C’ is a v-class and C a &class involved in C’ and different from f(c’) we 
have 
Proof. Part (i) is tri+r. 













Fig. 2. The partiltioning algorithm. 
(ii) Since n is a refinement of Y and CL (v, l7) (and even u n p ( Y, l7) = l7), it is 
obvious that &I~)G&+Q&& l7)). 
Let (u, u)~&~)n&&,n)), C any v-class and Cl,. . . , CP the H-classes 
included in C. By the definition of p (v, l7), we can assume without loss of generality 
that Cz, . . . , Cp are p (v, I-8)-Gasses. 
Then we get 
IA(u)nCiI=I.A(u)r\Cjl, 2sisp. 
Therefore JA(u)~C~/=~A(UJ~C~I and (u, U)&(H) which proves theresult. 
(iii) If if( 6; &‘I, then the inequality follows from the fact that f(C) is one 
of the greatest &!-classes in C’. If not, the ineiquality is still true since C c C’ --f( C’). 
The first two parts of Lemma 2 are used to prove the correctness ofthe partitioning 
algorithm together with Lemma 1. The third part will be used later on to evaluate 
the running time of the algorithm. 
Tbeorerm 1. The partitioning algorithm in Fig. 2 computes the coarsest regular 
congruence 9 of a graph G which is a refinement of a given equivalence 9 on the 
ve.-tices. 
Proof. We first prove that the successive values of n computed by algorithm are 
no, k... defined in Section 1. We denote by n’, the value of n after. the ith 
execution of the “repeat” loop. The first value of II in the algorithm is 9, which 
is &. By induction on i >O we prove that n: is n’. When cc;mputing n:, p is 
equal to no, therefore 
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When computing 17:+1, i > 0, p is equal to p (n,+ &) by induction hypothesis. 
So, 
#+1 = l7i n A(JL (ITi-1, Lfi)). 
Using the induction again, we can write 
Z+1 = l7i n A(ni--1) nA(p(l7i-1, I7i)). 
Applying Lemma 2(ii) we get 
#,I =IlinA(Z7i), 
which is I7i+l. 
By Lemma 2(i), the algorithm stops the first time two consecutive values of II 
are equal. By Lemma l(ii), the “repeat” loop is executed exactly N + 1 times. So, 
the last value of J7 is equal to n,v which is, by Lemma l(iii), the coarsest regular 
congruence of G refining 9. 
In order to evaluate the running time we have to state which operations are 
counted: we calculate the number of times an arc of A is considered. The step in 
the algorithm which represents its running time complexity is 
‘VI + lI n A(p)” 
where p is a ~(v, II) except when executing the loop the first time. Coming back 
to the definition of 1~ (v, I7) a p (v, I7)-class C is called significant if C n B = 8. We 
will show later how to implement he loop in time proportional to 
C significant 
Theorem 2. The partitioning algorithm in Fig. 2 runs in time ]Al(log2 (I VI - # $ + 
1) + 1) in the worst case. 
Proof. By considering the above fact, the cost of the “‘repeat” loop is 
c lb, 29 EA 12, E c)l- 
C significant 
p-class 
For the first value of p (=I?, = $a>, all its equivalence classes are significant. Let 
P3, Pl, l ’ l 9 PAI, l ’ l the successive values taken by p. The aggregate cost of all 
executions of the loop is then 
i c bvkAb~C~I 
i =0 C significant 
pi -ciass 
since PN+I do not have any significant equivalence class. 
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Let i > 0 and v belonging to a significant pi-class C. Let C’ the &-l-class of v. 
en Lemtrla Z!(Z) leads to the following inequality: 
consequently, vertex v cannot belong to a significant p-class more than log 2(1 VI - # 
4 + 1) times. 
The running time is then equal to 
(long&+- #G +l)+l) C I{(u, v)EA}( 
LIE v
which completes the proof. 
3. Impfementatifin ef the partitioning algorithm 
3.1. Method and data structures 
We present in Fig. 3 a method for implementing the algorithm in Fig. 3. We will 
later indicate how to implement the algorithm in the Iabelled graph case. 
First we discuss the method used to implement the “repeat” loop of the algorithm. 
Secondly we describe thr: structures representing mathematical objects. 
The function of the ’ ,repeat” loop is to compute n’ = n n A(p) and the new 
value p’ of 1~. Fo! the computation of l7’ we only use the significant classes according 
to p; these classes are also fi-classes, so p may be represented by means of a stack 
involving indices of som;;: &classes. We pair each vertex v with a sequence S(u) 
of the class indices of ltz successors in significant classes. In this way, two vertices 
procedlrure PART (G, 9,s) 
begin cornwent the array n represents an equivalence, C is the list of the 
n-classes and p is a stack that initially involves all the indices of J7-classes; 
n + 4 ; C + II-classes; p*-indices of n-classes; 
A+{(tf, w)i(w, v)EA}; 
initialize lists L, LC, S by empty list; 
repeat comment determination of L, S, LC; 
1 while p # 0 do 
begin extract r from p; 
for all v in C(r) do 
for all VJ in A( v) do 
begin add r at-the end of S(w); 
if w&L then add w to E; 
end; 
Fig 3. Procedure PART. 
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LC c- {i I321 E C(i) v E L}; 
comment the sequences S are sorted by lexicographic sort; 
SOlayE, S); 
for all i in LC do n(i) c- IL n C(i)l; 
comment the equivalence classes are split according to S, the stack R(i) 
involves the indices of the subclasses of the class i; 
while L # 8 do 
begin extract the first vertex v in L; 
i + n(v); 
if n (i) # 0 then 
begin T(i)+S(v); R(i)+(i); 
if n(i) Z IC(i)l then add a new index to R(i); 
n(i)*O; 
end; 
if T(i) # S(v) then 
begin T(i)+S(v); add a new index io R(z); 
end; 
initialise again S(v) by empty list; 
Y+ top of R(i); 
transfer v from C(i) to C(r); 
A!(v)+r; 
end; 
comment determination of p; 
while LC # Ib do 
begiu extract i from LC; 
push on p the indices in R(i) -{i}; 
extract r from R (i); 
while R(i) f 8 do 
begin j* top of R(i); 
if IC(JJ~ > Ill then r +j; 
end; 
if r#i then 
begin for all v in C(r) do n(v) * i; 
for all v in C(i) do 67(v) + r 
exchange the indices of C’(i) and C(r); 
end; 
end; 
until p = 0; 
S+lI; 
Fig. 3. Procedure PART. !conf.) 
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are equivalent according to 27’ iff their S sequences are equal. Before testing the 
equalities between sequences we sort them by 2:~ iexicographic sort in variable length 
[I] represented by the procedure SORT. Then, the vertices are distributed in their 
new classes. 
To determine p’ we pair each n-class with the indices of its subclasses according 
to &V, and the significant classes are easily deduced and pu? in p’. 
The loop runs until the equivalence p is trivial, that is when there is no significant 
c?ass in the stack. 
Next, the structures needed in the program (Fig. 3) are described. 
aph is represented by V and ,4; V is the set of integers between 1 and 
represented by means of adjacency lists: to each vertex v in V is associated 
the list A[ U) of those vertices w for which (v, w) is an arc. Similarly A(v) is the 
list of vertices w for which (w, II) is an arc. The equivalences 9, 9 and Z7 are only 
arrays which give, for any vertex, the index of its class. At the beginning let it be 
assumed that the &class indices run from 1 to #4. To implement he H-classes 
we use circular lists with double links; if r is any L&lass index, C(r) means the list 
of vertices in the rth &class. 
The sequences S discussed above are implemented by stacks: S(v) is the stack 
that represents the sequence associated to vertex v. In alddition, a linear list L 
indicates those vertices corresponding to non empty sequences, and another linear 
list LC indicates those classes that have at least one vertex in L. After the sequences 
ha.ve been sorted, the L&classes are partitioned into subclasses, using L and S. To 
split the Kclasses we need the other structure R : R(r) is a stack containing the 
in&es of the’subclasses of C(r). 
The clzsses are split so that the indices of the H-classes go from 1 to #fl, and 
if a n-class C(r) is split one of its greater subclasses remains in C(r). 
The partitioning program is given in Fig. 3 as a procedure PART. Its input is 
an oriented graph G = ( V, A) represented by means of adjacency lists and an array 
9 defining an equivalence on vertices. Its output is an array 9 representing the 
coarsest regular congruence of G refining 9. 
3.2. Complexity of the program 
We do not intend to prove formally the correctness and running time of the 
program in Fig. 3. Nevertheless we show how it correspcnds to the algorithm in 
Fig. 2 and give all elements necessary to prove its running time. 
The main part of the dliscussion concerns the instructions inside the “repeat” 
loop. Steps 1 to 5 compute in fact n n A(p) (line 1 in Fig. 2)> and step 6 computes 
the new value of p (line 2 in Fig. 2). 
During step 1 in the program the sequences S are created; the running time of 
this step is k =CVp,_ IS(v)l, which is, according to the construction of S, equal to 
16 {(u, vkAb~ClI. 
C ~tignificant 
p-ciass 
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All the other steps 2 to 6 have the same complexity; we discuss this fact for 
steps 3 and 6 where it is less obvious to see it. 
Let us examine step 6. All the operations except the exchange takes a time 
O(&&?(i)() which is O(k). Suppose we have to exchange the contents of two 
cliasses C(i) and C(r); this happens when C(i) C C(r) and C(r) ia the created class. 
The exchange takes a time at most O(IC(r)l). Now we note that the sum of 
cardinalities of created classes is O(k). Thus, the cost of all exchanges i at most 0( k 9. 
Each call of lexicographic sort at step 3 takes a time proportional to k, the sum 
of lengths of the sequences, plus the length k’ of the smallest interval involving 
the integers of the sequences [l]. This being so, the cost of a call is O(rr + k’). Since 
k’ G 1 VI, and the “repeat” loop is executed at most IVI times the term bc’ contributes 
for less than 0(lV12) in the total complexity. We indicate why it contributes only 
for O(l V(9: 
Let &_l and ZIj be two consecutive values of II. Immediately after I?i being 
computed the indices in p are the integers from # ZIj-l+ 1 to #III, because the 
computation of the n(i)3 in step 4 does not perm.. ;+ the creatioia of empty classes 
during step 5, and because of the exchange at the end of step 6. Therefore, the 
aggregate cost of all the terms k’ is 
O(#I?,+ ; (#Q- #Ii?&)) 
j=l 
which is O(l VI>. 
Using Theorem 2, and taking into account he cost of initialization, we get the 
running time: 
O(IAl log2 1 Vi + 1 Vi>. 
3.3. Space complexity 
One can note that all the data structures used in the program take a space 
proportional to I I/I or IAI, thus the space complexicy is linear in I VI + IAl. 
4. Partitioning labelled oriented graphs 
41. The algorithm 
Partitioning labelled oriented graphs is a slight extension of the preceding case. 
We parallel all that is done in the preceding paragraph. 
LetG=(V,Al,..., A,) be such a graph. A congruence (8 on it is an equivalence 
on V which commutes with the m relations represented by A 1, . . . , Am. lIn 
equivalence % is said to be a regular congruence if whenever two vertices are 
equivalent hey have the same number of successors by each of the Ai’s in any 
%-class. To partition is to compute the coarsest regular congruence refining a given 
equivalence la on V 
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onsidering the sequence <fii)icN: 
ii*=S, 
we can state the basic lemma for the partitisoning algorithm, the proof of which is 
analogous to the one of Lemma 1. 
,cmma 3. The sequence (iIi)ie N satisfies the properties : 
(i) there exists N E (0, 1 VI) so that 
andfii=fiNf’Cratly jaN; 
(ii) IiN is the unique coarsest regular congruence of G = ( V, AI, . s e , A,,,) which 
refines 4;. 
We give in Fig. A a partitioning algorithm for labelled oriented graphs as the 
one in Pig. 2. 
‘Ilreorem 3. T71c partitioning algorithm in Fig. 4 determines the coarsest regular 
congruence @of a labelled oriented graph which is a refinement of a given equivalence 
9 on V in worst-case time complexity : 
f 1Ail(lOgz(l VI- #9 + l)+ 1). 
i=l 
The proof is based on Lemmas 3 and 2 rooting tktt the property in Lemma 2(ii) 
hold; for any set of arcs Al, . . . 9 A,. 
Fig. 4. Tile partitioning ;rlgorithrn for labeiled graphs. 
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4.2. Partitioning program for labelled graph 
When a labelled graph G = ( V, A 1, . . . , A,) is to partition, we have to slightly 
modify the program in Fig. 3. Namely, step 3 (Fig. 3) is replaced by the instruction 
in Fig. 5, to take into account the modification of the algorithm. The zest of the 
“while” instruction in Fig. 5 is: 
O( C f lb, vkAjb EC+ 
C significant j = 1 
p-class 
And, in the same way as above, we can deduce the total cost of the program: 
o(E1 IAllwz Ivl+lvl)* 
while p # P) do 
begin extract r from p 
for+lunbilmdo 
for all v in C(r) do 
for all w in Aj( v) do 
begin add (j, r) at the end of S(w); 
if w&Lthenadd w toL; 
end; 
end; 
Fig. 5. Modified step 1. 
5. Conclusion 
A previous version of the procedure in Fig. 3 has been implemented in a direct 
way (using Fortran language). The graph on which the algorithm was applied was 
chosen with a number of edges quadratic according to the number of vertices. Even 
in these conditions, partitioning a graph with 128 vertices and (128)*/Z edges took 
few seconds. 
We think that more than the present application, the technique used in it is 
interesting in itself. It is more transferable to other fiellds than the basic ide:as 
involved in Hopcroft’s partitioning algorithm. 
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